
 
22 January 2014 

 
 
Dear team members, coaches and contactpersons of the database project,    
      
At the 5th of December I sent you all (the contactpersons or coaches) of the teams al letter with the request 
to answer some question before the 20th of January. It has been the 20th now and time to summarize: 
 
We	  have	  till	  now: 
The request is sent to the contact persons of the teams in the Netherlands, the UK, Belgium, Spain, Italy, 
Germany, Lithuania, Poland and Brazil (This last one is of a organisation that shows interest in cooperation 
with CES). Out of these 9 teams, 6 sent a reaction and 3 are probably still forming one. 
Let’s see what everyone had to tell: 
 
The UK 
We would still all like to be involved with the project. We think our specialist skill would be 
backwoodsmanship. We would be happy to film training sessions but we don't really have anyone in the 
FSE with editorial skills so it would be better if we could send the raw footage to someone for editing. 
 
We would prefer to do the filming when the weather improves as it will probably tie in nicely with our 
scouting programme. So I guess you should decide on a deadline and we will do our best to meet it. 
 
The Netherlands: 
The Duchies are willing to start with the project in January. Even if the grand is applied for until March, 
the sooner we start the better. 
We would like the explain the following skills: 

• Planning and prepare a meeting 
• How to integrate a theme in for example a camp 

- How to create the feeling that participants are part of the story line. 
• Mud table to cook on. (From pioneering, mudding, chopping wood, fire building, soap the pots 

and pans J, cooking to eating: 
• Hiking techniques for otters, cubs, scouts and rovers as we do it in Holland. 

 
Further we also have discussed some points that we would like to learn from one another: 

• How to adapt a hike where children (scouts) are totally independent. And have to figure it all 
out by themselves without help or backup from there scout leaders. 

• Primitive cooking. And that in particular what’s the best way to preserve food on camp when 
there is no refrigerator. And what food is most handy to pack and prepare on a two-day hike? 

• We think the films should be any longer that 10 minutes, because else they would be too long 
and not be interesting enough for most viewers to watch completely. And if we are posting 
them on YouTube, then can only have a specific length if you want to upload them. 

• The spoken language would be English because most of us can understand them, subtitles 
would be an extra because not everyone speaks it fluently. So we prefer both: Spoken and 
subtitles in English. But we also think is handy/necessary  to have an explanation of the skill 
in a downloadable document of webpage. 

• If people want to use chapters in their movies to highlight of split specific parts or aspects, 
they can to that whenever the feel like its needed.  

 
 
  



Other ideas: 
Website: 
We think that a you tube channel would be the best idea to visualise the explanation of skills. But is 
the best to gather all that information trough a website where people can browse them easily.  Where 
each skill could have their own page with explanation of the skill trough a format (like the materials 
that are needed, time it take to prepare or build, a step to step explanation how to do it yourself(with 
pictures or photos) and maybe a specific contact information for more information of question) and 
then of course the embed video from YouTube. 
 ‘Smoelenboek’ 
A page where people can see who is who, so that if someone want to contact a person, they know 
who their contacting.  
Scoutbase FB page 
A great place to have new ideas or ask questions. Like a forum you don’t need someone to moderate 
it. Almost everyone is on Facebook these days and uses it on a daily . Everyone can post or react to 
each other, it a great way to update the persons who join the group to keep them updates on new 
ideas of updates of the project. 
Exchanging meeting ideas/activity 
A website of a part of the scoutbase website that focuses on the exchange of activities or ideas for a 
scout meeting.  Something like the ‘activiteitenbank’ of Scouting Netherlands. And of course with a 
format of template  in which the activity is written down, like time material, game rules. 
CES cookbook 
That idea was sprung in one of the earlier meeting of the Scoutbase project during Eurojam. And we 
would much like to see it taking form. But beside recipes it could also includes tips or idea to cook for 
large number of people, cooking on two boiling ring (kookpit) and primitive cooking. 
Campsites and coach surfers 
A list of great campsites would be great for people who are planning a camp abroad. And a list of 
people who are willing to have coach surfers al also an idea. 
General scout information of the county 
It would be nice to read some general information on the countries, Like information on the 
organisation(s) and do they have special rituals or ceremonies. Explanation on the aspects of the 
uniform, because there so different from one another. Do they also have a theme in the game of 
example the cubs (jungle book) or otters (Hotsjietonia in Holland.)’ 
Is the state(politics) or religion a part of being a scout, in with way it is or isn’t. 
 
Brazil 
Thanks for the invite, and we'll definitely participate. 
We'll make a movie without chapters, and with English subtitles. 
Our theme of exploration and explanation, is survival in Sub Tropical forest. This is one of our skills 
that our young people are very fond of. 
On the topic of the tropical forest project, we will work topics such as vegetable diet, diurnal and 
nocturnal orientation, First aid, building shelters, traps, hunting and fishing, transposition of the 
watercourse among other issues. 
 
One idea that has emerged is to create a cultural badge for members that are experiencing the movie, 
both of you, like us. 
We will have a meeting with the members involved and then move further information on this topic. 
 
 
 
 
  



Lithuania: 
Our team is completely still in, we would like to start the project from the parts which don't cost much. 
I am glad to announce that we decided in time which skills would the team of ZHPnL glad to show via 
youtube.. If it is okey- it would be navigating and the first aid.:) 
 
 
Belgium  

Wiith Tupaye, Goundi and Sloughi, we've created a Facebook group (just between us four) in which we talk 
about how we could help with the 'CES : Shared Database' project. I personally think that the video idea 
was really good, being that, nowadays, a lot of people prefer watching a video instead of reading a book, or 
whatsoever. On the plus side, I've got few skills with video montage and filming! 
We came up with the idea of showing people how to male a tent on piles, and things around wood crafting. 
Though, we could also help in other domains such as cooking, trekking, wild camping. 
Marabout would be happy to show us knots for every thing we might need knots for !  
 
Germany 
reacted that they need a bit more time to react. 
 
Poland, Italy and Spain 
No reaction so far 
 
CES 
Youth in Action (the fund that we tried to apply for last year) is ended and is replaced for Erasmus+, a new 
fund that is the combination of several European funds and runs from 2014 till 2020.  
I have been to the Dutch youth agency yesterday to learn about this fund and to ask questions about our 
situation.  This resulted in this information: 

• Erasmus+ is in a lot of ways the same as Youth In Action: It is for people for 13-30 years old, 
coaches can be older, groups should exist of a minimum of 4 youth members and so on. 

• Erasmus+ is divided in 3 keys. We fit in key 1. 
• Erasmus+ has it’s stress on learning and improving competences by international meetings and 

informal learning methods (Head, hands and heart)  
• There is a handbook available with all the rules. I attach this handbook to this mail so you can read 

it yourself. It is a hell of a document, but do not be scared because not everything is suitable for 
us: As I said we only have to deal with Key 1, so that makes these pages interesting to read: 
7-23, 25-33.  The pages 67-76 are interesting because they describe already some conditions and 
even the standardised tariffs of the grants. 
Part C is full of useful information (191-203) and Annex I (207-246) is interesting to know. 

• The Dutch agency is helping, counselling and allows to check the grant proposal for mistakes if it 
will be sent 3 weeks before the deadline. 

• Every involved organisation has to be register itself by online registration. If you register once to 
the system, you are registered till 2020. This system replaces the ‘hand-written-signature’ system 
of Youth In Action. Hooray!!! The find-a-printer,-printing-the-page,-let-it-be-signed,-search-for-a-
scanner,-scan-it-and-mail-it-back system is history J. 

• Due to a delay at the EU, the application forms are still not available. They will be available 
hopefully within 1 week. 

• New deadlines for subscription are: 
17 March Project: 17 June 2014 - 31December 2014 
30 April  Project: 1 August 2014 – 28 February 2015 
1 October Project: 1 January 2015 – 30 September 2015  
The agency will organise at the 3rd of February a starters workshop in grant application.  

 



Now	  what? 
It takes some time, but we are getting more and more into the direction of our project: 
Your input is already very useful and the ideas are very good! I would like to suggest (below) bringing 
already some of them into practice. 
Despite this it is difficult to make a planning because there are still some uncertainties that have to be 
cleared first: 
  - Who else would like to join and if so what would be their imput? 
  - What are the exact conditions and timing of the grant? 
The first answer is just a matter time. 
The second answer can be provided by me after I went to the starters workshop at the 3rd of February. 
 
Therefore I would like to suggest to hold on till the 3rd of February and to see in what shape we have to 
mold our project in order to get a grant. 
In the meanwhile I would like to suggest that you can do the following things: 
 

Everyone  Keep on brainstorming and crystallising your ideas. Have a look at everyone’s reactions 
above and see whether you have tips, suggestions or it might bring you on new ideas. 

 
Everyone Please try to find out how your organisation can register (as mentioned above) for 

Erasmus+ at your national agency and eventual read a bit more about the opportunities of 
Erasmus+ in your own language. It is important that every organisation who wants to be 
involved is registered. The sooner, the better 
I Googled on those agencies and found these below. Bear in mind that I can be wrong with 
these links: 
Europe (general information): http://ec.europa.eu/youth/index_en.htm 
Belgium: http://www.epos-vlaanderen.be/?CategoryID=600 

 UK: http://www.erasmusplus.org.uk/ 
 Germany: https://www.jugend-in-aktion.de/ 
 Poland: http://www.mlodziez.org.pl/ 
 Lithuania: http://www.jtba.lt/agency 
 Spain: http://www.juventudenaccion.injuve.es/ 
 Italy: http://www.agenziagiovani.it/home.aspx 
 Netherlands: http://www.youthinaction.nl/ 
 Brazil: I’m sorry, but it’s a European program. I will try to find out if we can in some kind of 

way can squeeze you in our grant application. 
 

Carlos (Brazil) I understood that you are a graphic designer and you suggested to make a badge/logo for 
this project. Is it possible for you to make a design for this? 

 
Sacha (Belgium)you made a Facebook page for your group. Facebook is a good tool if you want to have 

something directly to the attention. 
 
Who wants???  As the Netherlands suggested, it would be nice to have a simple website with general 

information, a ‘Smoelenboek’ and likely. Sadly I do not understand a single thing about 
making websites. Is there anyone who would like to build one? 

 
Holland  You had a lot of suggestions (cookbook, campsites and coach surfers, activity 

exchange, general information) which can form great products. Can you work these ideas 
a bit more out and frame them in formats/criteria? 

 
Holland Would anyone care to join me the 3rd to go to the Youth in Action workshop in Utrecht? 
 



 
 
Contactpersons/coaches:  Please check the mailinglist and make sure that everyone in your team got this 
mail. 
 
Let’s keep a bit busy, keep it warm and the spirit up. Together we can make something that will be useful to 
our scouts and in the future their scouts. 
 
YiS,  Wouter 


